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Intended Audience
The intended audience of this document is Architects that are looking to understand practical
approaches to notable Big Data & Analytics Architecture-level aspects. It is NOT the intent of
this document to cover Design and/or Implementation level aspects, however, it IS intended
that such detailed levels of associated content could be subsequently developed.



Context

Problem Statement

With the explosion of data and data systems, organizations are struggling to keep up with an
increasingly fragmented data environment. Over time, data tends to get siloed across the
many different systems that crop up in an organization making it difficult to find the relevant
data quickly. And even when it is discovered, it is usually not classified or described properly
making it difficult to understand. This can create a risk when data is required to make critical
business decisions.

For organizations to solve the challenges around data discovery and generate meaningful
insights, it is important to first discover the data across all their data assets including data
warehouses, data lakes and the different data stores. The data scientists and business users
need the ability to search, discover and access any data asset across the organization. That
means a need to see the information about the data (i.e. metadata, refer Taxonomy section
below for definition) across data silos, data warehouses, data lakes, and analytical
environments.

Additionally, with data privacy laws being enacted it has become more important now to
understand data from creation to consumption and the inability to track the data lineage as it
moves from the source systems to the consuming systems can cause a significant risk.
Adding new data sources and consumption of data by different teams across the enterprise
makes the discovery and tracking data lineage even more difficult for data scientists and
business users who are unaware of the new changes. Unfortunately, a majority of
organizations are not equipped for this reality. In the age of big data, companies can capture
large and exponentially increasing volumes & variety of data in data lakes, but they are unable
to efficiently search, discover and access all this data. Hence a vast amount of data is
unknown to the users in the organization and creating value from those data sets remains
unused.

An enterprise data catalog solution can help address this challenge. A Data Catalog is a
company-wide inventory of data assets that enables discovery, collaboration, governance
and establishes trust in the data. It contains information necessary to understand the
technical characteristics and the business context of all data assets of a company.

This document intends to provide an introduction to the Data Catalog capability along with
the solution approach to implement it across an enterprise. It also briefly describes the
different tools available for providing this capability along with the evaluation criteria that can
be used in choosing the right tool for an organization.



Taxonomy

There are a number of similar sounding terminologies that a user would come across when
exploring a data catalog. In this section we look at the important terms and how they are
related to each other.

Metadata is data that provides more information about the data itself but does not include
the actual data. This information could be basic details such as name, type, owner, etc. or
more complex information such as statistical data, tags, quality details, etc. There are a
number of different types of metadata - technical and business being the most common
ones.

Technical metadata is the technical information that is related to format, structure and
storage details of the data. Some examples include database name, table name, column
name, data type, data lineage, data stats and so on.

Business metadata is the information that provides meaning to the data in everyday
language. Examples include keywords, comments, description explaining its significance,
quality, tags and so on.

In the following figure, the sample metadata along with the different types of metadata that is
collected in a data catalog is shown.



Figure 1. Metadata, Technical Metadata and Business Metadata (Source)

Data Dictionary is a repository that contains the description of the data and its metadata.
That is, it contains general information of the dataset (like its statistics, origin, how it relates to
upstream and downstream datasets, etc.) and column level details of the dataset (such as
data type, constraint, descriptions of individual columns, etc). This is mostly technical
metadata that can be automatically extracted from the datasets.

Business Glossary is a collection of business terms and concepts that are used across the
organization along with their unique definitions and other related useful information. It
typically includes the definition along with a number of attributes such as type, status,
hierarchy, relationships, data links, etc. This is the business metadata that provides a
common vocabulary for an organization, helping ensure the right terms are used consistently.
While some tools attempt to automatically suggest new and popular business terms, this is
mostly created and updated by data stewards manually.

The Data Dictionary and the business glossary together form the core capabilities of a Data
Catalog as shown in the following figure. A Data Catalog is thus a collection of technical and
business metadata across all data assets in the organization that is made easily discoverable
and accessible for business users and data scientists. For a more detailed documentation
around data dictionary and business glossary refer here.

The following figure shows screenshots of what a data catalog, data dictionary and business
glossary looks like.

Figure 2. Sample screens of Data Catalog, Data Dictionary and Business Glossary (Source)

Data Lineage is another concept that provides details of how the data is transformed as it
flows from the source to the target systems. It is visualized as a graph and provides

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1TJIZ35nogjvP2Ls1sTjrzgatynHR4B2GEjdFBgoA5Ug/edit#slide=id.g1ba3e5d4aad_0_2
https://atlan.com/what-is-a-data-dictionary/
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1TJIZ35nogjvP2Ls1sTjrzgatynHR4B2GEjdFBgoA5Ug/edit#slide=id.g185a8caca1b_0_44


information on the upstream & downstream systems or processes at a given point in the
lineage graph.

While these are a few of the core capabilities, a data catalog also provides a range of
capabilities as detailed in this later section.

Other related concepts are Master Data Management and Metadata Management.

Master Data Management or MDM is about managing refined lists of records from data
acquired and rules to standardize the records in a systematic way to make data trustable.
Master data includes unique, business-critical information such as product name, bill of
materials, company branches, etc. It helps build a single source of truth for business-critical
data across the organization. MDM deals with master data or reference data that plays a role
in the core operation of the organization. MDM is different from a Data Catalog which mainly
deals with metadata management, that is information related to the data.

Metadata Management is about managing the metadata about the data. It gives meaning
and describes the underlying data to make it searchable and usable. Most modern Data
Catalog tools typically provide metadata management as a core capability.

Scoping within the Enterprise

When we talk about Data Catalog within Enterprise Systems, we need to consider all data
that is ingested/created by Feature Systems as-well-as the centralized Data Platform. In
scenarios where an individual data catalog is not maintained, then the data catalog within the
centralized data platform needs to consolidate the metadata of all the data across the feature
systems. When individual feature systems maintain their own data catalog, this metadata
needs to be synced into the data catalog within the centralized data platform. The data
catalog is thus the system of record for all the enterprise metadata within the enterprise.

The Data Platform and the position of the data catalog(s) in an Enterprise City Map are
illustrated in the diagram below.



Figure 3. Enterprise City Map (Source)

Scoping within the Data Platform

Within the centralized data platform, the Data Catalog is a capability that is part of the Data
Governance logical pillar which consists of other capabilities such as data quality, data
profiling & lineage, master data management and data warehouse / data marts / data models.
The Data catalog capability in the Enterprise Data Platform is illustrated in the diagram shown
below.

Figure 4. Enterprise Data Platform (Source)

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1TJIZ35nogjvP2Ls1sTjrzgatynHR4B2GEjdFBgoA5Ug/edit#slide=id.g147890d0b3d_0_150
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1TJIZ35nogjvP2Ls1sTjrzgatynHR4B2GEjdFBgoA5Ug/edit#slide=id.g1558064702b_0_53


Benefits with using a Data Catalog

The below diagram shows the different problems in an organization (represented in black
blurbs) that can be solved by implementing a Data Catalog solution across the organization.

Figure 5. Challenges solved with Data Catalog (Source)

A data catalog can help eliminate many of the pain points which business users and data
scientists face when they try to gain business insight from data. The key benefits are as
follows:

● Increase discoverability of the key datasets across the different siloes. As shown in
the above figure, with a data catalog configured to automatically sync data metadata
from data sources, searching for the data becomes simpler and covers the entire
enterprise landscape.

● Ability to Find the right data and Understand data better. For example, the datasets in
the catalog can be curated and documented properly to enable users to understand
them better.

● Improve productivity and reduce time spent by teams searching for relevant
information or data. As shown in the above figure, through automation and machine
learning, data catalogs can reduce the effort & time to discover, conform and
understand the data thus improving efficiency.

● Identify and avoid duplication of similar datasets by different teams by allowing
providing a unified interface containing the complete list of datasets across the
enterprise

● Share consistent knowledge across the organization which might have been limited to
specific users thus reducing the tribal knowledge

● Improve collaboration between different business teams and data science teams

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1TJIZ35nogjvP2Ls1sTjrzgatynHR4B2GEjdFBgoA5Ug/edit#slide=id.g1874b34a39e_0_27


● Facilitate compliance with growing international privacy and reporting regulations
● Enable tracking data usage i.e. how data is being used and by whom
● Help establish proper data governance on the data assets. Data governance involves

managing data availability, integrity, usability and security based on internal data
standards and policies.

However it is important to note that a Data Catalog is not the tool used to access the data
itself. That is the function of other capabilities such as JDBC/ODBC connectors, APIs,
message queues, etc. A data catalog however provides information on where and how to
access the right data for the user, who can then use other means to get access to it.

Solution
In this section we describe the approach to implement a Data Catalog Solution within an
enterprise data platform and an overview of different tools available to perform this function.

Core Features of an Enterprise Data Catalog

A number of tools exist that provide a varying set of capabilities with some features
overlapping across other tools in the governance block. However it is the opinion of this
author that an enterprise data catalog needs to have at least the following core features:

● Ability to search & discover Data and visualize details through dashboards & reports
● Provide out of Box support for connecting to different types of data sources,

integration systems and reporting tools
● Ability to automatically sync technical metadata such as structure, schema,

ownership, access patterns, etc. across the data assets.
● Capability to perform all actions on the catalog programmatically through a well

supported API
● Support for adding tags both automatically & manually to a data entry to provide

meaningful context. A tag is a piece of metadata that is used to label an asset, to help
categorize the asset. For example, tags can provide information on personally
identifiable information (PII), the data retention policy for the asset or a data quality
score. This can make it easier to search the required data asset

● Collaborative catalog features like adding ratings, providing reviews on data quality
and conversations between users regarding the datasets

● Ability to automatically derive data lineage from different types of code —ETL jobs, SQL
scripts and stored procedures to help users understand the origin and destination of
any data asset in a data catalog and how data was transformed or enriched on the way.

https://productresources.collibra.com/docs/collibra/latest/Content/Assets/Tags/co_about-tags.htm


● Automatically profile the data to give users info about the data and using it to
intelligently detect similarities in data, and relationship between data points in different
data sources

● Detect anomalies or sudden changes in data and notify users about such events
allowing errors to be corrected continuously.

● Assist in Active governance of metadata access by different users as per their required
permissions and need

Solution Approach

As we have seen in the previous sections, an enterprise data catalog tool can solve a lot of
the problems faced by organizations with discovering, understanding and using data spread
across the organization. But it is important to understand that the tool by itself will not solve
the problem automatically. It needs to interact with relevant stakeholders who can review,
update and enrich the data collected by it to make it consumable. While it is not the intention
of this document to discuss the implementation aspects, a high level solution approach to
implementing a data catalog within an enterprise is discussed here. This section provides a
generic approach that can be implemented using any of the Data Catalog tools available.
Some of the Data Catalog tool options will also be briefly covered in the following sections.

The following diagram shows the process of integrating a data catalog with enterprise data
assets and the data governance council to create the required output repositories.

The data governance council is a governing body consisting of people who strategize data
governance of which Data Catalog is a function, define data standards, data policies and
oversee its implementation across the enterprise. For more details you can refer to this
Collibra blog. The members of the council are described further below in this section.

https://www.collibra.com/us/en/blog/data-governance-council-what-is-it-and-why-do-you-need-one#:~:text=A%20data%20governance%20council%20is,projects%2C%20and%20enabling%20ongoing%20support.


Figure 6. Illustrative Data Flow using Data Catalog (Source)

The steps to be followed while implementing the data catalog are as follows:
1. The first step would be to register the different data sources, integration and reporting

tools in the Data Catalog tool using Admin console or a database registry manually
2. The tool can then use connectors, crawlers and classifiers to automatically Ingest the

technical metadata from the tables of the registered databases.
3. The Data Steward and/or business user can then add the business metadata to the

technical metadata once it has been ingested.
4. Data Catalog tool is used to perform operations like identifying schema changes (like

type change or format change over time), generating data lineage, and providing data
sampling for the data sources registered. Some tools also provide advanced
capabilities to identify quality issues and provide recommendations on improving data
quality.

5. A Data Governance council can then manually review the metadata collected in the data
catalog, update them and add tags as applicable. The data governance team includes
data steward, data engineers and business analysts. These roles and responsibilities
are described in the next section.

6. Based on a combination of automated metadata fetching and manual updates the data
governance output such as data dictionary, business glossary, data taxonomy, etc. can
be generated.

7. The business and technical teams can then consume the data catalog content and
maintain them as there are changes in the applications.

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1TJIZ35nogjvP2Ls1sTjrzgatynHR4B2GEjdFBgoA5Ug/edit#slide=id.g1b92b124f28_0_29


It is highly recommended to create a Data Governance Council composed of all relevant
stakeholders such as data managers, data producers, data stewards. data architects,
process owners, data owners and data consumers. It is the joint responsibility of the data
governance council to maintain and manage the data catalog to ensure that it is up-to-date
and trustworthy.

The following figure shows the composition of the Data Governance Council.

Figure 7. Data Governance Council Role & Responsibilities (Source)

Below are the roles and responsibilities of the members of the Data Governance Council.

Role Responsibilities

Data
Governance
Council

Governing body responsible for the strategic guidance of the data
governance program, prioritization for the projects and initiatives, and
approval of organization-wide data policies and standards

Senior Sponsor Senior Leadership team member sponsoring the data governance initiative

Data Managers Establish and govern an enterprise data governance implementation
roadmap including strategic priorities for development of
information-based capabilities

Data Producers Group of people who create the data or collect it from different sources
that will be consumed by other people or systems.

Data Stewards Responsible for utilizing data governance processes to ensure the quality
of data elements, including content and metadata.

● Fully understand Data Quality, Security & Compliance aspects.
● Teach and Support Product, Development and Quality Teams.
● Create & Own Data Governance Epic/Feature Backlog Items.
● Identify, Clarify, Escalate and Resolve data work-items.

Data Architects Architects and implements the catalog solution and puts standards &

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1TJIZ35nogjvP2Ls1sTjrzgatynHR4B2GEjdFBgoA5Ug/edit#slide=id.g1874b34a39e_0_803


quality in place

Process
Owners

Group of people that develops an organization's policies and practices to
treat data as a strategic asset

Data Owners An individual who is accountable for a data asset

Data
Consumers

Team members with direct responsibility for using data as part of their
daily tasks. They may directly access and investigate integrated datasets
at the unit record level for statistical and research purposes.

An Overview of the Data Catalog Tools

When we consider the implementation approach, a number of mature enterprise data catalog
tools are available. In this section, we will introduce the following select tools spread across
the pricing and deployment options.

● Commercial tools: Informatica, Alation, Collibra
● Open Source tools: Apache Atlas, Amundsen, DataHub
● Cloud Native tools: AWS Glue Data Catalog, Microsoft Purview, Google Cloud Data

Catalog

Informatica is a market leader in this space. It provides Enterprise Data Cataloging, Data
Lineage and AI engine with the following features:
● Automatically catalog and classify all types of data across the enterprise using an

AI-powered catalog
● Provide a metadata system of record for the enterprise with a catalog of catalogs
● Automatically extract the granular metadata from a wide array of data sources, including

complex enterprise systems
● Find data assets through powerful Google-like semantic search
● Discover and understand the data assets with a holistic view including lineage,

relationship views, and data profiling stats and quality scorecards
● Identify domains and entities with intelligent curation
● Enrich data assets through governed and crowdsourced annotations, ratings, and reviews
● Automatically associate business glossary terms to technical data assets
● Provide Open APIs to integrate into existing data landscape
● Provides ability to measure and optimize the the data assets with Analytics
● Informatica products tend to have higher-end pricing.

Below are some screenshots of the different features of the tool.

https://www.informatica.com/products/data-governance.html


Figure 8. Screenshots of Informatica Data Catalog (Source)

Alation is another popular and mature data catalog tool that helps organizations identify,
understand, and manage their data assets. It provides the following features:
● Ability to Search & Discover relevant information of the data assets
● Support for native built-in and non-built-in JDBC drivers for all the popular databases
● Supports table, column, directory, file level lineage
● Machine Learning based pattern recognition to show insights on data
● Enables data quality & data governance
● Provides collaboration abilities like annotation and discussions
● Some API development is needed for utilizing some features such as Lineage
● While Alation has a number of features and is a mature product, it tends to have

higher-end pricing.

Below are some screenshots of the different features of the tool.

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1TJIZ35nogjvP2Ls1sTjrzgatynHR4B2GEjdFBgoA5Ug/edit#slide=id.g16924564149_0_66
https://www.alation.com/


Figure 9. Screenshots of Alation Data Catalog (Source)

Collibra provides solutions for data management through products like data catalog, data
governance and data lineage supported with APIs enabling collaboration. Its features include:
● Out of box linking to different data sources, business apps, etc.
● Ability to automatically classify data
● Ability to manually ingest schema metadata
● Support for adding tags to data assets
● Automatically map end-to-end lineage
● Provides common data profiles like type, count, distinctness, stats, etc
● Provides data sampling capability as part of profiling
● Can integrate with data quality user-defined rules, metrics and dimensions
● Support for Data Security
● Ability to perform actions through API that can be done from the user interface
● Provides UI to search and view catalog reports
● Provides collaboration features
● Provides a quality data catalog with embedded governance and privacy option

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1TJIZ35nogjvP2Ls1sTjrzgatynHR4B2GEjdFBgoA5Ug/edit#slide=id.g16924564149_0_5
https://www.collibra.com/us/en


● The Collibra cloud platform tends to have medium-end pricing

Below are some screenshots of the different features of the tool.

Figure 10. Screenshots of Collibra Data Catalog (Source)

Apache Atlas is an open-source metadata management and governance tool that enables
organizations to build a catalog of data assets, classify and govern them. Some of its
features are:

● Support for metadata capture from mostlyHadoop and some non-Hadoop data sources
● Ability to plugin new types of data sources to be supported
● Support for cloud based data sources are not available out of box
● Provides REST APIs to integrate with the tool from existing tools in the data landscape
● Ability to dynamically classify attributes like PII, data quality, sensitive, etc.
● Provides Intuitive UI to view data lineage across different steps of the pipeline
● User can search using free-text or SQL like query language
● Integrates with Apache Ranger to enable authorization and data masking
● Being open source, deployment and maintenance needs to be managed by the

implementation team with community support

Below are some screenshots of the different features of the tool.

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1TJIZ35nogjvP2Ls1sTjrzgatynHR4B2GEjdFBgoA5Ug/edit#slide=id.g16924564149_0_19
https://atlas.apache.org/#/


Figure 11. Screenshots of Apache Atlas Data Catalog (Source)

DataHub is an open-source metadata platform for the modern data stack. It provides the
following features:
● Provides pre-built integrations with common data sources, orchestrations and ML

engines
● Also supports manually ingesting the schema metadata if required
● Supports adding tags, glossary terms and domains
● Provides lineage across platforms, datasets, ETL/ELT pipelines, charts, dashboards
● Provides profiling capability with stats on duplicates, outliers, data sampling, etc.
● Can automatically classify PII data
● Provides Dataset Usage & Query History
● All actions can be done via API
● Provides intuitive user interface to Search, Browse and View/Edit Metadata
● No collaboration features are supported
● It has been architected to manage continuously changing metadata
● It is an Open source project and support is dependent on community
● However, DataHub by AcrylData provides a managed service that has a lower-end

pricing.

Below are some screenshots of the different capabilities of the tool.

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1TJIZ35nogjvP2Ls1sTjrzgatynHR4B2GEjdFBgoA5Ug/edit#slide=id.g1948fce2f68_0_20
https://datahubproject.io/


Figure 12. Screenshots of DataHub Data Catalog (Source)

Amundsen is an open source data discovery and metadata engine for improving the
productivity of data analysts, data scientists and engineers when interacting with data.
Following are some of the core features of the tool:
● Has integration with Hive, Presto, Postgres, Redshift, etc.
● It can index data resources (tables, dashboards, streams, etc.) that powers a page-rank

style search based on usage patterns (e.g. highly queried tables show up earlier than
less queried tables).

● Can integrate with Apache Atlas in the backend.
● It does not provide fine-grained access control.
● It is Open source, so dependent on community support. Hence deployment and

maintenance needs to be managed by the implementation teams.
● Stemma.ai provides a managed service across all clouds that is priced on the

lower-end.

Below are some screenshots of the different features of the tool.

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1TJIZ35nogjvP2Ls1sTjrzgatynHR4B2GEjdFBgoA5Ug/edit#slide=id.g16924564149_0_76
https://www.amundsen.io/amundsen/


Figure 13. Screenshots of Amundsen Data Catalog (Source)

AWS Glue Data Catalog is an AWS cloud native service that is used to store references to
data that are used as sources and targets of the extract, transform, and load (ETL) jobs in
AWS Glue. It provides the following features:

● Tracks runtime metrics, stores the indexes, locations of data, schemas, tracks ETL jobs
on AWS Glue.

● Integrates with AWS services through built-in crawlers for S3, DynamoDB, Redshift,
RDS, etc.

● However it only has Integrations limited to AWS services or publicly accessible
databases

● It comes with a Schema Registry to manage and enforce schema on data streaming
applications through integrations with Apache Kafka, MSK, Kinesis Data Streams,
Kinesis Data Analytics and Lambda functions

● The metadata from Glue Data Catalog can be used by Amazon Athena to run SQL
queries across data sources

● It is not a full-fledged governance tool. Needs other tools for access control, privacy,
governance, visualization, etc.

● Pricing is pay-per-use based on crawlers, data catalog storage and consumption.

Below are some screenshots of the different features of the tool.

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1TJIZ35nogjvP2Ls1sTjrzgatynHR4B2GEjdFBgoA5Ug/edit#slide=id.g16924564149_0_57
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/prescriptive-guidance/latest/serverless-etl-aws-glue/aws-glue-data-catalog.html


Figure 14. Screenshots of AWS Glue Data Catalog (Source)

Microsoft Purview is an Azure cloud native service that provides a unified data governance
solution including automated data discovery, lineage identification and data classification,
unified map of data, business glossary. It provides the following features:

● It integrates seamlessly with all Azure services to create a unified map of data across
data landscape

● Provides a number of built-in and custom classifiers to identify and label sensitive data
● Provides a rich user interface for easily searching and discovering data
● Supports interactive data lineage visualization
● Provides insights on key health metrics
● Enable data engineers and owners to provision access to data assets
● Will need to integrate with other Azure services for data masking, data profiling, etc
● Pricing is pay-per-use based on data map population, enrichment and consumption.

Below are some screenshots of the different features of the tool.

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1TJIZ35nogjvP2Ls1sTjrzgatynHR4B2GEjdFBgoA5Ug/edit#slide=id.g1948fce2f68_0_30
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/products/purview/#overview


Figure 15. Screenshots of Microsoft Purview Data Catalog (Source)

Google Cloud Data Catalog is a fully managed Google Cloud native service that provides
scalable metadata management as part of the Google Cloud Dataplex service. It has the
following features:

● Provides a predicate-based search experience for discovering technical and business
metadata

● Support auto-tagging of sensitive data using the DLP API integration
● Also allows adding user-generated tags for metadata to enrich its understandability
● Enables automatic catalog of assets across BigQuery datasets, Pub/Sub topics,

Dataplex lakes, Analytics Hub linked datasets and Dataproc datasets
● It can also catalog select non-GCP data assets like Hive, RDBMS, Teradata, Redshift,

Looker, Tableau, etc.
● Provides access control for viewing the metadata content through permissions
● Pricing is pay-per-use based on consumption

Below are some screenshots of the different features of the tool.

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1TJIZ35nogjvP2Ls1sTjrzgatynHR4B2GEjdFBgoA5Ug/edit#slide=id.g1948fce2f68_0_25
https://cloud.google.com/data-catalog/docs/concepts/overview


Figure 16. Screenshots of Google Cloud Data Catalog (Source)

Criteria for Evaluating Data Catalog Tools for an Enterprise

As seen in the previous section, there exist a large number of tools that provide the data
catalog capability. This can create confusion in the minds of users who are looking to
implement Data Catalog in their organization. The suitability of tools can vary on a
case-to-case basis and all criteria need to be considered before making an educated choice.
In this section we provide the important criteria to be considered while evaluating a Data
Catalog tool for an Organization. A detailed criteria is documented and available for reference
on this page.

Following are some important criterias that need to be considered for evaluating an enterprise
data catalog.

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1TJIZ35nogjvP2Ls1sTjrzgatynHR4B2GEjdFBgoA5Ug/edit#slide=id.g1948fce2f68_0_35
https://gl-acg.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/ACG/pages/210075649/DG+Data+Catalog#Vendor-Functional-Demonstration-Template


● Support for Data Sources
● Ability to easily Search & Discover data assets
● Support for Data Lineage & Quality
● Support for Collaboration
● Programmatic Access to Features
● Automated insights and recommendations for optimizations
● Deployment Options
● Pricing and Support

Under each of the core criteria, following are the detailed features that the data catalog tool
should be able to support.

Support for Data Sources:

• Support for common data source types across cloud, on-premise through out-of-box
connectors and crawlers.

• Support for a marketplace, that allows integration with 3rd party connectors for data
sources not supported out of box

• Ability to add or configure a custom data source that is not already supported.
• Ability to auto discover a schema from an added data source and support for

manual/automated re-discovery and schema changes.
• Ability to manually import a schema where connectivity to a data source is not possible.
• Support for “alternate” Data Source mechanisms such as Messaging (e.g. Kafka Topics)

and/or APIs (e.g. REST APIs).

Ability to easily Search & Discover data assets:

• Ability to search for data assets using free-text or domain specific language through an
intuitive user interface.

• Support for auto tagging of data assets in terms of privacy or sensitivity
• Ability to manually tag schema using built-in tagging standard or custom naming.
• Support for searching based on schemas and tags.
• Support for adding different types of Annotation such as friendly name, description,

documentation, ownership assignment

Support for Data Lineage & Quality:

• Support for end-to-end data lineage using out of the box capabilities and identify what
is not supported e.g. movement within data sources but not across data sources.

• Support for data sampling capabilities e.g. view a sample set of data from a supported
data source.

• Support for data syntax check for structured data schemes such as Avro, Parquet,
JSON, XSD, etc, stored in a cloud object storage or document database.

• Support for data profiling and quality capabilities e.g. format, null, range, etc. issue
detection.

• Ability to add custom Business Rules on data for validation
• Ability to capture data usage metrics such as schemas/tables which are highly or rarely

used



Support for Collaboration:

• Support for collaborative documentation capabilities and how these would be
integrated with other documentation platforms such as confluence.

• Support for any collaborative ticketing/workflow capabilities and the philosophy of how
these would be used alongside / integrated-with other ticketing/workflow platforms
such as Jira.

Programmatic Access to Features:

• Ability to perform through API everything that can be done in the UI.
• Good documentation around the available APIs by category.
• Support for API testing through tools such as Postman.

Automated Insights and Recommendations:

• Support for insights and recommendations wrt data optimization and standardization
automatically through AI & ML algorithms

•

Deployment Options:

• Deployment options available for the solution from a On-premise / Cloud PaaS /
Marketplace perspective and what Cloud providers it is available on.

Pricing and Support:

• Evaluate the cost areas of the solution i.e. connectors, creator/editor users, viewer
users, etc.

• Identify and detail licensing aspects such as floating/named users.
• Availability of rich user guides and demo videos detailing the features and usage of the

tool
• Availability of post-sale activities e.g. setup, training and support channels.
• Identify non supported features or features that require paid updates.

In addition to the evaluation of the different data catalog tools across the criteria shared
above, the implementation team should also take into consideration customer preferences
based on existing relationships with the product vendors to arrive at a decision on choosing
the most applicable tool.

Conclusion
Data Catalog is an important capability that helps data scientists and business users quickly
discover and access data assets spread across the organization. There are a number of tools
available including new cloud-only solutions that are easy to integrate and provide a whole set



of features. The implementation team needs to carefully evaluate the tools based on the criteria
that is most important for the organization and decide the right tool.

In the experience of this author, while a number of organizations see the benefits of
implementing a data catalog it is still something that organizations see as a “Good to Have”
capability instead of a “Must Have”. Hence they tend to postpone its implementation. High
initial cost and subsequent maintenance cost of some of the established vendors is one reason
for it. But there are a number of open source tools and cloud native tools that provide a number
of capabilities at a much lower cost. With the explosion of data and creation of data silos in
most organizations, data catalog implementation should be considered a “Must Have”
capability that will greatly benefit organizations in ways documented in the earlier sections.

Below are some concluding thoughts from an implementation perspective:
● The data catalog should be able to have seamless and out-of-box integration from

different producing applications to  consuming applications.
● A business user or data scientist should be able to discover and access the data from

any collaboration or analytical environment.
● ML capabilities should be leveraged as much as possible to automatically curate the

metadata and reduce manual effort.
● Start cataloging with highly used/accessed data assets and cover all the data in a

systematic way.
● Creation of business metadata will be mostly manual by knowledgeable business

analysts and business users.
● Finding business resources who are willing to spend time, effort and have motivation to

curate and define business metadata can be a challenge.
● Data Stewardship should be enabled to ensure that high-quality metadata is being

created and maintained.
● Set Up an enterprise data governance council team that is responsible for governing,

maintaining and curation of cross-functional metadata definitions & usage policies.
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